Dean Announces College Policies For Coming Year
Faculty-Student Meeting Is Held for Discussion of Campus Matters
Student Council Elections Taking Place This Month
Constitution Amendments Move Installation of Officers Ahead
N. S. L. Asks Student L. I. D. to Help Form One Organization
United Front Against War and Fascism Urged by Militant Group
Columbia Suspends “Daily Spectator”
Wechsler and Staff Unofficially Print Paper
Athletic Committee Announces Spring Sports Schedule
First Golf Squad To Play On Red Hook Links; Nine Holdi Workouts
Classical Club Calls Self Pi Beta Kappa Society
125,000 American Students Strike In War Protest
3,000 Rally at Columbia; 900 At Vassar Pass Anti-War Resolution
Wechsler To Edit National Student League Magazine

The Constitutional Amendments and the Council
The Student Anti-War Movement
Mr. Wechsler and “The Spectator”
Nieman Elected Captain Of Basketball For 1936
Along the Bored walk
Sketch Book Delayed
The National Student League, a militant student organization, is seeking to involve men and women in America against imperialism. The league is supported by the N. S. L. and the Student League for Industrial Democracy, which is promoting the demonstration. The league holds that the college anti-war movement is the best trend of the century. This organization was born in the minds of the men who have been the mainstay of the college anti-war strike on April 15. In the April issue of "The Student Review," the league states "The strike front must have a clear and logical program of action, and a basis for that program, if it is to be formulated in the college community." 

United Front Against War and Fascism Urged by Militant Group

The first formal outdoor baseball practice of the 1935 season was held at the University of Pennsylvania yesterday (April 15). An encouraging turnout, including students, faculty, and alumni, gathered to witness the beginning of the 1935 season. Although it is much too early to make any forecasts for the season, Coach Ackerman feels that there is a promising future for the team. He is especially interested in the development of two new freshmen, who have shown great potential for the team.
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Sports
Columbia Suspends Porters
Columbia Suspends Porters

The name Columbia was taken from a document by the name of being Vol. LVIII-No. 107 it was marked Vol. I-No. 1. The staff believed that it was possible for the newspaper to appear with a minimum of difficulty with the problem of the impression at the last fall. The revised sections will make the constitution much more satisfactory.

The Constitutional Amendments and the Council
The action of the student body in passing the amendments to the constitution of the Convocation of Undergraduates, calling for installation Board, and in endorsing the action of a smooth school at the beginning of the next academic year. With a bit of experience in running student affairs I believe that the council members ought to be able to cope with a minimum of difficulty with the problem of the impression at the last fall. The revised sections will make the constitution much more satisfactory.

A Student Anti-War Movement
The anti-war activities of 125,000 college students will be more than justified if they contribute in any way to the building up of a war power strong enough to enable the men and women to say "No" in the face of impending war. Such unity of purpose will be a powerful weapon in the hands of the student workers. All students will act as suitable individuals during the war. This practice is nonsensical. The book could easily be finished and ready to hand. Give an account of the first year, the council having to touch it on his vacation. Also the handbook should be a self-supporting

Mr. Wechsler and his staff solicited a youth organization with peace motives. There is one point in regard to this that cannot be overemphasized. The certain stigma that is attached to the word "No"

A new addition to the Bard athletic program, much enthusiasm in certain quarters, has been arranged through the efforts of Dr. Barnes, who has con-

Student Council Elections Taking Place This Month
The elections announced by the Student-Faculty Athletic Committee on opening April 25th, to the end of March.

The arrangements as they stand now will give a group of from 15 to 20 Bard students to use for any length of time, with the possibility of being used until May 30th. This selection when well made will not be changed, nor submit substitution. The use of the course will be carried by the students at the rate of a fee of one dollar which the student will be asked to pay at the beginning of the course in expression of good faith and the intention of working with the pulling unit for the remainder of the term.

At present, matters like transportation to and from the links are not discussed. The president will take care of all necessary arrangements for student cooperation. Likewise, arrange-ments can be made for the purchase of golf balls from the school, or school approved sources. The student can ob-
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The results in the future, Nothing was done about his suggestion, however. A previous refor-
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